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Our School Aim 

To help all children reach their full potential and develop an enthusiasm for lifelong learning, within a caring 

and Christian environment, preparing them to be valuable members of society. 
 

Learning today for a better tomorrow… 

Theme: Our theme this half_term is ‘Building A Village’.  The 

children will be learning about different types of settlement, the 

services and history of our local area, the quality of life in their 

own and other countries and how to map and record 

geographical information. 

Computing: We will be looking at computer networks 

including the internet and how they can provide multiple services, 

such as the world wide web in addition to exploring the 

opportunities they offer for communication and collaboration. We 

will also be learning how to use technology safely, respectfully 

and responsibly.  

Literacy: The literacy this half-term will be based 

around the book ‘There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom.’ The 

aims of the teaching sequence will be to draw inferences 

about characters' feelings, thoughts and motives from 

their actions and justifying inferences with evidence and 

to explore dilemmas, emphasising with characters and to 

write own stories based on the story read.  The children will 

also be describing settings, characters and atmosphere, 

and integrating dialogue to convey character and 

advance action. 

RE/PSHE: We will be exploring the topic ‘Gospel’ where the 

children will look at what the Bible can teach us about 

foundations for living and considering how issues in the world 

today can be helped by reading and interpreting the Bible. 
 

 

Mathematics: The children will be revisiting 

fractions.  They will be learning to compare and order 

fractions whose denominators are all multiples of the same 

number, recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions 

and convert from one form to the other, add and subtract 

fractions with the same denominator and denominators 

that are multiples of the same number and multiply proper 

fractions and mixed numbers by whole numbers, 

supported by materials and diagrams. 

 

Geography / History: This will be covered in our 

themed learning. 

 

Science: Our topic for this half-term will be ‘Living 

Things and their habitats’.  The children will be describing 

the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an 

amphibian, an insect and a bird and describing the life 

process of reproduction in some plants and animals. 

PE: This term’s PE days are:   Thursday and Friday 

Please ensure all school uniform and PE kits are 

clearly named and ensure these are in school on the 

above PE days.  Alternatively, children can bring 

their named PE kit into school at the beginning of 

the term and we will return it home at half term for 

washing. NB: Trainers are required for outdoor sports. 

Reading Books: We expect the children to read 

at least 10 minutes each day, this should be recorded in 

their homework diaries. Please ensure reading books are in 

school every day. Parents/Carers, please sign your child’s 

homework diaries weekly and use this to communicate 

with us. 

Dates to remember:  
3rd May – School Closed (Polling Station) 

21st – 25th May – Hispanic Week 

Thursday 24th May - Parents are invited in during the 

afternoon to view the activities and learning that 

has taken place during the week. 

25th May – INSET Day 

Homework:  Home learning will be given out on a 

Friday and is to be returned by Wednesday. The children 

may be assigned a Mathletics task to be completed 

independently, if not they are to login to access the other 

task available.  Please allow your child Internet access to 

undertake these tasks.  If there are problems please let the 

class teacher know. 

Other:   What you need and when: 

Art: Art overall (an old shirt will do).  
Water: A named water bottle— this needs to be filled each day 

and brought into school.  

Pencil cases:  Please keep personal pencil cases at home to 

prevent items being lost.  We will provide you with any necessary 

stationery. 

PARENTS:  The school is always looking for an extra set of hands……all children love to see mum, dad, nan or granddad helping out in 

school.  Do you have any special skills you could offer, can you garden, play games, make things….the list is endless and we would 

love any offers of help.  If you are able to offer any help, please speak to one of our office staff. 

Thank you for your continued support.  Remember: please visit our website regularly:   WWW: stgeorgescebromley.school 
 

http://stgeorgesbickley.squarespace.com/

